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Lego, Sleep, Eat, Spin, 
Snorkel, Repeat
 I spent the four day weekend Saudi 
National Holiday in Ras Tanura (RT) with the Judd 
family. The first day, Wednesday, was the twins 
Birthday special day.  
 The day started with Matt’s online 
Masters class. He had to wake at 2:30am for his 
current Sports Business class. The rest of us were 
in the Judd Tahoe by 5:15 on our way to Jubail 
for a two-boat $1,000 rental. (This family knows 
how to do a Covid Birthday like no one else 
does.) Back by 13:00, the house was ready for the 
backyard Piñata party for a dozen kids and their 
parents! Matt missed the event, wiped out in his 
bed. He had had his first ever sea sickness event 
on the long boat trip back. 
 Day 2 was a quiet Lego festival and 
resting day, as much as adults can with four boys 
running around the house. 
 Days 3 and 4 were a little less eventful 
family time. The entire weekend filled a much 
needed void that had been building up for me 
since the beginning of Covid back in March. 

Behold, the Brooks 
“Walker”
 No, I don’t mean the twin, Walker. I 
mean this is “Bubhas” Star Wars Walker Lego 
model. Both of the boys were awarded a 
different Star Wars Walker model for their 
special day. All of the boys love Legos and 
their family is addicted to the Star Wars 
movies. 
 Both brooks and Walker, now six, spent 
a lot of time on their Legos the days after their 
Bday. I was impressed with how far they each 
fared on their sets before their daddy had to 
take over. These advanced sets are NOT easy 
for six year olds. I took photos and kept out of 
this Daddy-twins lego time. Next time maybe!

BaseBall Card Collectors Too
Matt has a solid card collector’s affliction. He 
has set up collections for each of his kids and 
tried to push a full original set of Star Wars 
Empire Strikes Back cards on me. I just couldn’t 
accept the full box. I only kept 1 small pack in 
absolute WONDER as Matt cut the seal! Matt 
never ceases to amaze me!
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 I speak from experience. It’s not easy 
being the “other” brother during your brother’s 
birthday. In this case, Carew (8yrs) had to watch 
as his younger twin brothers opened up Lego 
Star Wars kits. Every time he wanted to “help” 
out of interest, it would impede on one of the 
twins’ “space”. The learning curve of hell.  
 However, I was impressed when Carew 
would go off to a couch and pick up a book. 
Since Matt and Stacy are both teachers, there is 
a vast library for Carew to choose from and he’s 

learning how to pick “just right” books that 
challenge him enough. 
 The interactions between these four 
boys mimic many of my childhood memories of 
Jeff, Jason and myself. But I remember crying a 
lot more.  
 Being Uncle Greg to these boys means a 
lot to me in the absence of my own flesh and 
blood. Of course, it reminds me to call Teddy 
more or to check in on my many older nieces 
and nephews once in a while.

Just a Balloon, Instant Laughs
 Everyone has witnessed a full-body 
blast, near epileptic laugh! Give this little man 
a balloon and it’s a perfect storm. Crosby, a 
3yr old in the shadow of his three older 
brothers, went into hysterical fits whenever 
Stacy handed him a balloon to launch around 
the room! You will melt if you watch the video 
I posted on my website in the video section. 
 It will be exciting to see how Crosby 
grows up as he watches all three of his 
brothers go before him. He’ll probably turn 
out to be an über successful family man and 
professional like Jason did. Jason learned 
everything from me, did I ever mention that? 
I’ll keep a keen eye on Crosby over the years.The Shear Fun of Innocence
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https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=vp2k3sGSyYg
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=vp2k3sGSyYg


Access to the Islands Beyond 
the Many Oil Platforms

The boat trip (45min) out to the 
five islands explained the high 
security checkin/out in the 
marina. Our boat captains wove 
between oil platforms for the 
first 30 minutes. I doubt we’d 
even be allowed within horn 
distance of an oil platform. 
Each one just slid on bye, on 
starboard and port sides, as we 
ventured farther and farther 
out of the port.

Whether for diving, snorkeling, 
fishing, or MBO carriers, the 
rental boats leave early in the 
morning and return around 
noonish to go back out for the 
afternoon on weekends. Our 
captains were both Egyptians 
working for the Saudi boat 
owner. Our captain told me he 
was originally an outboard 
mechan ic so we weren ’ t 
worried about being stranded.

As you leave the marina, you 
have to submit your national ID 
(and dive card if diving) to the 
captain. He stops at the marina 
office to go through the 
paperwork with the Saudi naval 
watch. That went semi-smooth 
in just under 40 minutes on the 
way out and much faster on the 
way in. Yes, we had to all wear 
our Covid Masks on our faces 
during checkout. Ugh. 

2 Snorkel Boats for $1,000 
7-12pm   9passengers/ 1Cptn 

The Marina Area of Jubail, 
Waiting Boats during Covid
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Adopting Zach’s 60 
Gallon Aquarium
My friend and colleague Zach decided to 
move his family to a new house on camp. The 
new house is all 220V. His old house, like my 
apartment, still haven’t been phased into the 
new compliant 220V. Zach chose me as the 
adoptive fish lover. I will honor him by keeping 
a healthy bio environment. The whole thing is 
HUGE. I was amazed how perfectly it fits 
behind my long couch. 

Health Control? Prepping 
for the Zach Eating Style

My initial blood samples read levels of 91-95 
for my glucose levels. That’s good news 
according to my nurse, Roseanna. I’m still 
waiting for the Keytone breathalyzer that I 
ordered so I can attempt the Zach challenge 
metabolic eating and intermittent fasting 
challenge. I’ll have to wait a little longer for 
that. The biggest problem with the lancing 
testers is locally finding the testing strips. I 
know. “Just order it on amazon.” That is truly 
expensive to send anything here. Where 
there’s a will there’s a way. Uggh. I’ll write 
more on that in a future issue.

My Exit out of 1997.
 The company internet for my dwelling 
has been a steady, crawling speed that was 
close to the old dial-up speeds of the late 
nineties. Imagine my surprise when the local 
internet company announced the installment 
plan of Fibre optic two years ago!  It has finally 
arrived.  
 Over the past nine months or so, there 
has been activity. They dug up our grass and 
laid the cables about 9 months ago. Just about 
two months ago, workers finally replaced the 
grass in our quad.  
 Word recently got around the internet 
guys were instal l ing into the singles 
apartments. 25 WhatsApp messages later, I 
had scheduled installment. (150mBits/sec) 
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The Latina who made the piñata used a Sony Television box. Hah. This little two year 
old could do little damage, even with mommy’s help. The kids were very patient as we 

went through a dozen 2-10 year olds. Two sets of three attempts each. In the end, Stacy 
ripped open the number 6 super reinforced death star. She and no less than five adults 

had tried to open this beast! 


